Splash Bros vs. Ball Til We Fall

*Game Time: Monday February 10*th
9:00PM in the SRC Court 4

By: Cody Sellers

Now that a week of competitive basketball has unfolded it’s time to choose the FIRST Game of the Week for 2014! This Monday we have a crazy line up for you guys. These two teams really dominated their first game by easily blowing out both teams by more than 20 and scoring almost 80 with a running clock.

Two high-powered offenses matching up should make for one entertaining game. For the Splash Bros, all but one made it into the double-digits with their leading scorer, Tyler Barrios, throwing up 20 the first week. The Splash Bros showed their defensive abilities as well, holding their opponent to just 39 points so BALLTILWEFALL has their hands full.

Speaking of BALLTILWEFALL, they put on quite a show the week before with seven out of the 8 players putting points on the board. Michael Bowser led the way with 19 points for the BALLTILWEFALL team. Their defense is no slouch by any means, holding their opponent to just 40.

So if you can’t tell already these teams are very evenly matched. Texas State Intramurals in super excited to see these two teams go at each other.

Come out early as the gym will be packed for this one!